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B. L. Amlani College of Commerce & Economics and M. R. Nathwani College of Arts, was established in
the year 2009 under the banner of Matushri Kanbai, Lalbai & Motibai Lohana Kanyashala & Balikagruh
(MKLM) formed in 1906 in the Juhu area of suburban Vile-Parle. The College is affiliated to the University
of Mumbai and is one of the only girls colleges offering quality Professional Degree Education in
Mumbai. The MOTTO of the College is: "ENLIGHTEN & EMPOWER"

Our Mission
“Our mission is to empower women by providing them with a conducive environment for acquiring
professional skills, through an education that is life and career oriented value- based and creative in the
pursuit of excellence.”

Our Vision
Ma Kanbai Vidhyadham aims at the holistic development of women, by providing learning opportunities
to empower her with knowledge, skills and attitudes, to face personal and professional challenges with
confidence, inculcating values of respect, commitment and concern for the service of others, thereby
enabling her to make a positive contribution to the society.

Goals


Holistic Development of women by providing learning opportunities to empower her with
knowledge



Double the capacity of the college



To equip today’s women with sound education which will be an asset for them throughout their
lives
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Presidents’ Address
Adv. Shri. Mahendra K Ghelani
Matushri Kanbai Lalbai & Motibai Lohana Kanyashala & Balikaghruha strongly believe that
every student is a unique person with her own set of abilities, needs and aspirations. Our
college is women’s college affiliated to University of Mumbai.
We are proud to be a diverse, women or girls student-centered, institution offering a highvalue education. We are proud that what we do for Women empowerment matters. We at
are committed to bring out that uniqueness. We know that we transform and change
lives.
Besides academic excellence in the areas of finance, accounts, management commerce,
business education, arts and Mass media; we are committed to inculcate in all its students,
strong ethical values of integrity, politeness, kindness and respect for elders.
We firmly believe that education should foster confidence, discipline, clarity in thought and
decision-making ability to set and achieve goals, and above all, social responsibility as a lifelong process. All the students should be self-depended with employment opportunities, for
which our students are groomed to think out of the box and engulf articulation, innovation
and team work.
The MKLM is committed to utilize the changing learning patterns with changes in the
methods of instruction coupled with technological advancements, to create an educational
experience that will influence the all-round development of students and uphold our
commitment towards nation building.
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Principal’s Desk

Dr. Jitendra Aherkar
I.c. PRINCIPAL
“THE MIND IS NOT A VESSEL TO BE FILLED, BUT A FIRE TO BE KINDLED.” SAID PLUTARCH.
OUR COLLEGE MAGAZINE KINDLES THE IMAGINATION OF OUR LEARNERS. CRADLED IN THE LAP OF NATURE
ON THE ONE HAND AND ARCHEOLOGICAL EDIFICE ON THE OTHER, SWAYING FROM SERIOUS THINKING TO
PLAYFUL INVENTIVENESS, AROUND EIGHT HUNDRED FIFTY WOMEN STUDENTS AT OUR COLLEGE FOR
WOMEN ARE BRIMMING WITH A ZEAL FOR LIFE EMPOWERING THEMSELVES WITH SKILLS AND CREATIVITY.
I CONGRATULATE THE STAFF AND STUDENTS OF ALL FACULTIES WHO USED VARIOUS MEDIUMS OF
EXPRESSION TO PRESENT THEIR IDEAS. AS LONG AS OUR IDEAS ARE EXPRESSED AND THOUGHTS KINDLED WE
CAN BE SURE OF LEARNING, AS EVERYTHING BEGINS WITH AN IDEA. I APPRECIATE EVERY STUDENT WHO
SHARED THE JOY OF PARTICIPATION IN CO-CURRICULAR AND EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES ALONG WITH
THEIR COMMITMENT TO CURRICULUM.
THAT LITTLE EXTRA WE DO, IS THE ICING ON THE CAKE. ‘DO MORE THAN BELONG – PARTICIPATE. DO MORE
THAN CARE – HELP. DO MORE THAN BELIEVE – PRACTICE. DO MORE THAN BE FAIR – BE KIND. DO MORE
THAN FORGIVE – FORGET. DO MORE THAN DREAM – WORK.’
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Editorial
Dr. Aruna Singham - Editor in Chief
It gives me immense pleasure to introduce to you all our 9th edition of Youth Inc.
This magazine gives an insight into the Amlanian’s way of life, their creativity and activities. This
magazine is a platform that exhibits the literary skills and innovative ideas of teachers and students.
It presents the hard work and dedication of students and contributions of teachers. I would like to
thank all my editorial team members for helping me pull this through. I express my considerable
appreciation to all the authors of the articles in this magazine. These contributions have required a
generous amount of time and effort. It is this willingness to share knowledge, concerns and special
insights with fellow beings that has made this magazine possible. Thank you all!!
Our college magazine, is a platform for our students to showcase their creative abilities hidden dreams
and aspirations for writing. Our magazine aims towards bringing out the latent talent in our students
through articles, poems, and many more.
Developmental aspect of College: We at B. L. Amlani encourage our students to put on their thinking
caps and create ...College has celebrated Yoga Day ,P &G Workshop for Girls, Career Guidance Swatch
Bharat Campaign, Seminar on Emotional Hygiene, Visit to seminar on “Prevention of suicide in youth”!
Social contribution: College has actively participated in many social activities by showing active
initiative in Kerala flood relief fund, Mumbai ki “HODI”, Women empowerment week, Self Defense
Training & UMLA Seminar, Clean-A-Thon: a beach cleaning Activity, “The positive thinking” seminar,
Walkathon A walk towards Organic Life, Joy of Giving : DLLE Activity.
Platform to the students: Many competitions have been arranged for the students to show their
talent and creativity Youth Festival, Talent Hunt Competition, sports day, annual day etc. Collage has
invited Synoptic ltd and done tie up with Techno-serve who are providing placement opportunities to
our students.
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YOGA DAY CELEBRATION
“All this bringing of the mind into a higher state of vibration is included in one word in YOGA.”
-Swami Vivekananda
The Theme for International Yoga Day 2019 was “Climate Action”. Yoga is said to have an inner
awakening experience, as it’s an ancient physical, mental, and spiritual practice that had originated from
India. The word ‘yoga’ gets derived from Sanskrit, and means to join or to unite, symbolizing the union of
body and consciousness. “Vishva Yoga Divas- WORLD YOGA DAY” got its declaration to be celebrated
on June 21st, since its inception in 2015. The day got picked, on the pretext of it being the longest day of
the calendar year. The said day gets connected, with sun, light, and nature.
Owing to all these factors, the college had celebrated the “International Yoga Day” on 21 st of June 2019.
All the participants and teachers had assembled in the Ishwar Vijay Hall to celebrate The Yoga Day. It
was ensured that the practice session got conducted in the most conducive manner toaccommodate the
beginner participants present.
Faculties described the usefulness of Meditation, Pranayamas, Asanas, and Yoga Nidra for not only the
overall well-being of a human being but also as a precautionary measure, in curing many diseases. Yoga
develops strength, concentration, and inner peace. Audiovisuals highlighting the importance of yoga
provided an impetus to the event. Moreover, the active participation of students had made the event
successful.
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SEMINAR ON GST
The Goods and Service Tax (GST) gets the consideration of being an elixir, which can cure all the existing
irregularities and complexities in the indirect taxation system of the country. Goods and Services Tax, has
been identiﬁed as one of the most important tax reforms post-independence. This makes it a topic of
utmost importance for the students. Keeping into consideration, its importance, the college had organized
a seminar on GST, in collaboration with the Board of Studies, Accountancy Department- University of
Mumbai, and Institute of Chartered Accountants of India. The seminar got successfully delivered by the
renowned Chartered Accountant, PinkiKedia. Dr. Anupama Gawde, Member of Board of Studies,
Department of Accountancy, got invited as the Guest of Honour for the event. The seminar commenced
with a welcome note by the Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar.
The seminar provided its attendees with a better understanding of the key areas of GST and its impact on
the businesses. It also helped in understanding the different scenarios for the design, and application of
GST, and to know the track policy development related to GST. The seminar provided a common platform
conducive for a productive discussion on GST. The attendees of the seminar got familiarized with the new
taxation system, thus fulfilling the whole purpose of the seminar.
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DLLE- FIRST TERM TRAINING
The Department of Lifelong Learning and Extension (DLLE) got established on October 12, 1978, and has
been recognized as a Statutory Department of the University of Mumbai since 1994. DLLE promotes a
meaningful and sustained rapport between the universities and the community as a whole.
The First Term Training Program of Extension Work Project got held on the 9th of July 2019, at the
college. It had witnessed the participation of around two-hundred extension work teachers and student
managers from various colleges. Notable guests invited included, Dr. Sujata Dhopte, Dr.
SulabhaRaoraneMandam, and Dr. Pooja Ramchandani. All the six projects of DLLE were explained in
detail while the Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar, explained the importance of DLLE work activities and the
significance of additional certification courses for a better future of the students.
Students got encouraged to enroll for the Extension Work Projects, who may then opt to indulge in various
activities increasing the social awareness, based on various relevant issues of the society, such as, Save the
Girl Child, Pollution Control, Global Warming, Environment, Tree Plantation, Waste Management and
many more such topics. Students got an opportunity to express on the said topics through, rallies, street
plays, poster making, surveys, and elocutions. Faculties and student managers got approached, which led
to a plan of action that was prepared, on how other programs for the DLLE can be organized, and
annexure fulfillment could be done.
Mr. Suraj Shetty of Amba Gopal's Foundation shed some light on the importance of organic farming. The
students got encouraged to participate in organic farming related awareness campaigns. Dr. Madhavi from
SNDT University explained about a platform which conducts skill development activities. Mr. Vinay
Kumar, a strong supporter of DLLE initiatives also helped the students to understand better. The
programme ended with a vote of thanks, by Prof. SonaliShiralkar. The training programme helped in
deciding the future path for DLLE, 2019-20 work activities.
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TREE PLANTATION DRIVE AND RALLY
Environment and trees help in saving the earth from global warming. Trees help fight climate change
because as trees grow, they help stop climate change by removing carbon dioxide from the air, storing
carbon in the trees and soil, and releasing oxygen into the atmosphere.The college had actively taken an
initiative to enlighten its students on the significance of trees in reducing the ongoing negative impacts of
global warming. The main intent was to instill in the young minds, the need for collective efforts to protect
the earth as a whole.
The college had actively participated in a Mass Tree Plantation Drive on the 3rd of July, 2019.A rally got
held to create awareness amongst the people about the importance of trees. NSS teams and DLLE teams
from many colleges got actively involved in the same. Around a hundred students and ten faculty
members from the college had joined in to extend their support. The guests spoke about the importance of
saving the earth for the sake of future generations.
After the vote of thanks, the programme came to an end. Thereafter, all the children and staff members
went ahead to plant the saplings in the already prepared pits. this activity got the consideration of being a
very indispensable, energetic, and important activity, carried out by the college.
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ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
The orientation program for the newly admitted first-year students of the under-graduate and post-graduate
programmes got organized on the 6th of July, 2019. Students got formally welcomed and introduced to the
culture of the college, campus, and the university.
The orientation began with an inaugural ceremony at the college auditorium. The program started with a
welcome note by the Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar, addressing to the new members of the college. The
students spent time interacting with one another and getting to know the faculty members, in a fun-filled
environment. The session was supervised by Prof. SonaliShiralkar, who also managed to present a brief
presentation on the college. Student volunteers from the senior batches helped in successfully carrying out
this activity. The students got briefed about the rules and regulations of the institution.
The Principal encouraged the students to be focused on academics. During the orientation, Organizational
Development Consulting got carried out on the campus, wherein students got encouraged to set career
goals for their future. In this event, senior students bought in video presentations, which had a large impact
on the freshers. The coordinators from the different courses indulged in deep conversations with the
students, to help them with their queries. Prof. Deepti Sadvelkar, Prof. ArunaSingham, Prof. Nikhil Mane,
Prof. Shivani Mathur, Prof. Surya Prakash Singh, and Prof. Suraj Kumar Dubey, played an active role in
the grand success of this event. This event intended to develop a sense of commitment, and responsibility
for the overall development of the students.
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ASHADHI EKADASHI
Like every year, the college celebrated Ashadhi Ekadashi on the 12th of July, 2019. Ashadi Ekadashi is
the day, when lakhs of Varkaris, from all parts of the country, especially, from the state of Maharashtra
and Karnataka, gather at the spiritual capital of the state, Pandarpur. They gather to seek the blessings of
their chosen deity- VittalRakumai.
The college organized a Dindi Yatra after offering the prayers to Lord Vitthal. The Varkari women
energized the atmosphere with their traditional dance. Adding to the celebrations was the fact that the
college had successfully completed providing quality education over a span of ten years. Students got
actively engaged in the celebration of Ashadhi Ekadashi and DindiYatra, by creating awareness about
women empowerment, and their current status in society. Issues of women got highlighted, with the use of
posters and slogans in the nearby vicinity of the college.
The programme got believed to have helped reprogramme the mindset of modern-day women in the
college. Prasad distribution and Mangal Aarati got carried out to appease Lord Vitthal. All teaching and
non-teaching staff members contributed to the success of the event. It got regarded as an important activity
to help every girl student realize their value and importance in society.
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GURU POORNIMA
The festival of Guru Poornima got celebrated in the college on the 16th of July, 2019. A day to be grateful
for one's life and honour the wisdom that life has to offer. When one understands how wisdom has
transformed their life, the feeling of gratefulness surrounds them. Guru Poornima celebrates this feeling of
gratitude that one experiences. On Guru Poornima, many students from the college offered their respect
for the heartfelt education that they have received, under the guidance of their teachers. The Principal, Dr.
Jitendra Aherkar, told students that Guru Poornima is all about valuing what life has taught them over the
years. Wisdom is there in each, but we must direct light into our own lives because wisdom dawns out
from the darkness.
On the campus, students offered their gratitude to their Gurus. The college had organized a Greeting-card
making competition for the students to express their gratitude for their Gurus. Asst. Prof. Rajat
Bandopadhyay, Asst. Prof. Dinesh Chotrani and Asst. Prof. Nikhil Mane were the judges for the event.
The experienced panel of judges, after a tough call, zeroed down on the winners of the Greeting-card
competition:
1st Prize: NeamatMohd Akbar- TYBCOM
2nd Prize: RuchitaHasam – TYBMM
3rd Prize: Kinjal Patel – FYBCOM
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MOTIVATIONAL LECTURE BY MONISHA DOLEY
The college had triumphantly conducted motivational speeches by eminent speakers for the first-year
students on the 20th of July, 2019. The college had invited, Ms. MonishaDoley, an Indian television
actress and model, who was the first to win Crafts Villa Miss Ethnic India-2015. She is also the author of
the book, Get High on Spirit, a guidebook to help one transform from feeling stuck to a place of complete
personal freedom and miracles. She is also a confidence coach and TEDx speaker.
Her motivational speech consisted of explanations in detail on how to develop the confidence to help
achieve by commitment towards one's ambitions through discipline. She emphasized how good habits like
exercise, meditation, etc. help in achieving life goals. Proper dedication provides one with the mental
toughness required in handling tough situations of life. She guided the students on how to focus their
energies in the right direction. The students appreciated the new insights and knowledge gained from the
speech.
The day was truly inspirational as the students were able to see the larger picture of life. They felt inspired
and motivated to do well in life and with that determination and focus, the students left for the day with a
positive mindset.
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TALENT HUNT (2019-2020)
“Your talent is God’s gift to you; what you do with it is your gift to God.” -Leo Buscaglia
Youngsters have an ocean of hidden talent amongst them, and that got displayed at the college on the 23rd
of July, 2019, at the “Talent Hunt” Competition. It is truly said that great abilities develop and reveal itself
increasingly with every new assignment.
Students of the college got exhilarated from their active participation in the Talent Hunt Competition with
enthusiasm. The main agenda behind organizing such competitions is to nurture the natural pre-existing
qualities of students, which helps in the overall personality development of the students.
The competition included the following categories: Debate, Elocution, Story writing, Solo singing, Group
singing, Solo dance, Group dance, Rangoli, Mehendi, Nail art, Collage and Photography & Poster making
Competition. Dr. ArunaSingham, Mrs. Shivani Mathur, Mr. Rajat Bandopadhyay, Mr. Nikhil Mane, Mr.
ShantaramIyyer, and Mr. Javed Shah, were the judges for the Talent Hunt competition.
This was an opportunity for many students displayed their colossal talents through influential speeches,
creative designs, and artistic presentations. The Judges had a brainstorming session to decide on the best
performances. At the end of the event, winners were announced. The programme ended with a vote of
thanks by the Cultural In – Charge Asst. Prof. SonaliShiralkar.
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ORIENTATION OF CERTIFICATE COURSES- BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & OFFICE
ADMINISTRATION
Two new certificate courses, one for Business Administration and the other one for Office Administration
had been introduced in the college under the guidance of the Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar, in
collaboration with the University of Mumbai. The said courses received an overwhelming response from
the students with 40 students enrolling themselves for the above-mentioned courses. The college had
organized an orientation programme for these courses on 6th August 2019.
These Certificate courses provide candidates a platform for building their competence in managing their
day to day activities surrounding the administrative duties at their future workplace. The students were
offered a platform for handling the general responsibilities of the office and for carrying out the effective
management of staff and resources.
The course enables students to opt for jobs at banks, PSUs, public sector organizations, academic
institutions and many more options available. The overall aim of the program is to spread awareness
amongst the students so that they can take a call and put in their efforts to become competitive
taskmasters.
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A VISIT TO THE FILM AND TELEVISION DIVISION
The college had organized a day's visit on 8th August 2019 to the Arena Arts and Film Division
India.Arena Animation is the Animation and Multimedia education arm of Aptech Ltd. Over the past 23
years, Arena Animation has trained more than 450,000 students. The company is headquartered in
Mumbai, India and has education centres in over 20 countries around the world. The students visited the
Arena Animation center and the head of the Arena center spoke to the students regarding the different
certificate courses, and career opportunities in the animation and VFX industry.
The visit then continued to the Films division of India, Pedder Road, to understand the International and
National Films, short films, Documentary - film making styles.Films Division of India was established in
1948 to articulate the energy of a newly independent nation. For more than six decades, the organization
has relentlessly striven to maintain a record of the social, political and cultural imaginations and realities
of the country on film. It has actively worked in encouraging and promoting a culture of film-making in
India that respects individual vision and social commitment. Having such credentials to its arsenal, the
Films division was believed to have truly enhanced the knowledge of students from the perspective of
understanding the technicalities of films and media.
The visits had been successfully organized under the guidance of Asst. Prof. Nikhil Mane. The purpose of
this visit was to provide practical insights into the functioning of the industry, which was successfully
achieved.
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55TH A.D.SHROFF MEMORIAL ELOCUTION COMPETITION
The college had organized the 55th “A.D.Shroff Memorial Elocution Competition” for students on the
13th of August 2019. The three topics on which the elocution was to be held on was related to the Indian
Economy and they were as follows:
A) The quest towards inclusive growth in India
B) Health for all: Reforming National Health Policy
C) Role of a model citizen in Indian Democracy
The students were able to present their views within the given time limit. The event was managed by
Asst.Prof. Shivani Mathur and Asst.Prof. Nikhil Mane. The competition was judged by Asst.Prof. Parul
Mehta and Asst. Prof. Dr. ArunaSingham. The participants were confident enough to express their views
on the relevant topics given, which had a positive impact on the audience as well. The judges were
extremely appreciative and motivated the students to keep improving. The winners of the competition
were awarded a certificate by the Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar.
The prize winners for the competition were as follows:
1st prize: - Sakshi Singh
2nd prize: - Khushbu Solanki
3rd prize: - Vanshika Sinha
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YOUTH FESTIVAL
The youth festival aims to propagate the concept of national integration, spirit of communal harmony,
brotherhood, courage and adventure amongst the youth by exhibiting their cultural prowess in a common
platform.Youth festival or Yuva Mahotsav is an inter-collegiate cultural competition conducted by the
University of Mumbai. It promotes culture amongst the students in the fields of dance, theatre, music, fine
arts, and literature.The competition was conducted in nine different zones with elimination rounds and the
winners of the zonal rounds participating in the final round.
Finally, the 52nd Youth Festival of Mumbai University- “Yuva Mahotsav” 2019-2020 for Zone III was
held on the 16th and 17th of August 2018. The program began with the inaugural function, which was
attended by the Zonal Coordinator, Shri. DadaraoMhaske, with B.L. Amlani's Principal, Dr. Jitendra
Aherkar and the BMS Co-coordinator, Deepti Sadvelkar.
There were nineteen different events held and managed in a disciplined manner. The college had
successfully been able to provide all the facilities as expected out of a host college- beginning with
registration, arrangements of the individual venues with sound systems and other logistics, taking care of
the hospitality of the guests
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SYNOPTICS TECHNOLOGY LTD- PLACEMENT DRIVE
The Placement Cell of the college had another fruitful year of placements in the academic year 2018-19
which saw various companies approach the college in their hunt for talented candidates for their
organizations. Each year, the college invites and hosts companies on campus to hold recruitments for the
students.
The Placement Cell is headed by the Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar. The college aims to invite companies
from various fields to make opportunities available not just for students of commerce section but also
students from the arts section. The Placement Cell of our college aims at making available quality
placement opportunities for the students.
It acts as an interface between the students of the college and various companies that come for
recruitment. Like the previous years, this year also the cell organized several workshops for the students
which included a seminar on soft skills development and career-building was held for all final year
students for the academic session 2019-20, the cell had been successful in inviting several companies and
maintaining a cordial relationship with them. This year, Synoptics Technology Ltd visited our campus for
placement drive. The company was ready to pay a good stipend to a student with caliber to perform the
task. Rhea Alphonso and Ria Antony got placed as a trainee with the company successfully.
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REPORT ON ONE DAY INTERCOLLEGE PSYCHOLOGY SEMINAR
A one-day psychology seminar on “Youth Mental health Contemporary complications” got attended by
the BA students at R.D. & S.H. National College on the 27th of August 2019. The main intent was to
highlight and make understand the modern-youth of the current mental challenges that teenagers face in
the society and how to overcome such challenges with ease.
Dr. Gaurav Kulkarni spoke to the students on topics related to Social Anxiety, Fear of Missing Out
(Fomo) in Adolescents. Following this, Mrs. Panna Kamaljit gave a different view on the social topic of
“Seeking Validation through Social Media - In Adolescents”. Thereafter, Professor. Meet was able to
make the youth aware of the “Commitment Issues and Hookup Culture in Youth”. Followed by Dr.
Sharmila Banwat's talk on “The Trivialization of Mental Illness in Pop Culture”. Lastly, Dr.
SyedaRuksheda shed some light on “The Accelerated Rate in Which the Youth Is Reaching Maturity
Levels (Role of Parents and Peers)”.
The students were enlightened on the new psychological terminologies like FOMO, JOMO and
Generation Z. All five speakers shared their valuable knowledge on various topics thus enriching the
audience present for the seminar.
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REPORT ON VISIT TO RBI MONETARY MUSEUM
A visit to the RBI monetary museum was organized on the 29th of August, 2019 for the BBI and BMS
students. Students of BBI and BMS along with the course co-ordinators, Dr. Deepti Sadvelkar and Dr.
ArunaSingham visited the monetary Museum. Students were briefed about the evolution of money
through a PowerPoint presentation and were explained the functions and role of Reserve Bank of India
and why RBI is said to be a Bankers Bank.
Visits to money museums offer young students a great opportunity to understand the past, learn about the
history of money, and to understand the importance of saving for their future. Visits to the museum do not
need to be limited to a walking tour but can include various workshops where students can learn about
different currencies and the history of money.
The museum showed the evolution of currency from barter to coins to paper money and, later, to e-money.
It captures the journey of the monetary system in the Indian subcontinent. The coinage section had coins
that dated back to the 6th century B.C.RBI Monetary Museum is a unique museum set up by the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI), the most important financial institution of the country. There were various galleries
in the museum where coins, paper money, and other monetary artifacts are preserved. Students found the
visit very interesting and enthusiastic.
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E- LECTURE SERIES- DR. ANANDIBAI JOSHI MOVIE SCREENING
2019-2020 was a remarkable year in the success story of B.L.Amlani College, as the college had
completed the 10th year of its successful journey in academia. On the 30th of August 2019, the college
had conducted a movie screening activity under the title of an E-Lecture series. To celebrate such a
wonderful occasion, the college had arranged a movie screening at Iswar Vijay Hall of B.L.Amlani
College.
The movie of a great personality, Dr. Anandi Gopal Joshi was screened for the students. The intention of
showing this movie was to make them aware of the value of education and to motivate the students and
inculcate positivity towards their studies. Dr. Anandi Gopal Joshi (March 1865–26 February 1887) was
the first Indian female physician. She was the first woman from the erstwhile Bombay presidency of India
to study and graduate with a two-year degree in western medicine from the United States. She was also
been referred to as Anandibai Joshi and Dr. Anandi Gopal Joshi where Gopal came from Gopalrao, her
husband's first name. She is referred to as the first female doctor in India.
Primarily, this movie motivates the new generation to focus and hard work for their achievement. The
main agenda of showcasing the movie was to make the students opt for a positive approach towards their
life and future.
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REPORT ON ONE-DAY WORKSHOP AT ECOLE-INTUIT-LAB PRABHADEVI
In essence, typography is the art of arranging letters and text in a way that makes the copy legible, clear,
and visually appealing to the reader. Typography involves font style, appearance, and structure, which
aims to elicit certain emotions and convey specific messages. The college had organized a workshop on
Typography conducted by Ecole Intuit Lab, a French design and visual communication institute on the
30th of August 2019.B. A and B.M.M students attended a session arranged by Ms. Dhruti Patel, the
Director of Marketing and Admission at Ecole Intuit Lab. She gave a brief idea about the courses offered
by Ecole Intuit Lab, along with an informative video played along to describe the institute.
Another session was conducted by Mrs. Falguni Agarwal, a visiting faculty from Ecole Intuit Lab. She
shared her knowledge and experience in the advertising and graphic design industry. She spoke about
design in visual communication, different teams in typography like scripts, symbols, displays, nonwestern, black letter, slab serif, sans serif and serif and principles of designs. She explained the importance
of mind mapping in typography and various exercises on typography were performed to enhance the
understanding of the students.
The one-day workshop was successful in helping the students to understand the importance of advertising,
graphic designing and related career opportunities.
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CLEAN–A–THON: BEACH CLEANING ACTIVITY
Cleaning the beach improves the coastal and ocean ecosystem by making sure that none of the trash kills
marine life or is toxic enough to disrupt the marine life cycle. A beach clean up is also an opportunity to
gather fresh data about the state of our coasts and the types of trash that pollutes them.Rajani Foundation
India has always been active in social contributions. This year, B.L.Amlani College and Rajani
Foundation had taken up an initiative to save the environment by taking “Zero plastic movements and
beach cleaning drive” on the 30th of August, 2019 and the 8th of September, 2019.
Poster making competition was organized at the school level, junior college and degree college level on
the 30th of August, 2019. Finally, on the 8th of September, 2019, the beach cleaning drive was organized.
In Ganpati Visarjan, a huge number of idols get immersed in the sea, and as a repercussion, the beaches
across Mumbai get heavily polluted. An enthusiastic bunch of students cleaned up an entire stretch of Juhu
beach, Mumbai. Moreover, they had also invited other citizens to participate in the clean-up drive.
Later, everyone present wereenlightened on the feasibility of the use of non-plaster Paris idols or Ecofriendly idols. Though, it was shocking to find that despite the ban on plastic usage in Maharashtra, plastic
products were found on the beach. Thermocol is also one of the decorative materials which contributed to
massive pollution. It was observed that still, work needs to be done for a better future and environmental
sustainability.
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A VISIT TO THE BISLERI FACTORY
Bisleri has conquered the Indian market with a huge product collection in terms of packaged drinking
water for over two decades. Today, it not only dominates the Indian market but has also reached out to
overseas, with its 103 plants across India and neighbouring countries. The green capped bottle is found in
almost every store in India.Bisleri is considered to be the best because Bisleri has established a unique,
highly reliable Double Ozonisation Process. Ozone is at least 50 times more powerful and 3000 times
faster than chlorination to kill bacteria and other microbes. Thereafter, it goes through the sand filtration
where many solid impurities are drained away.Such unique procedures opted by Bisleri has contributed to
its immense popularity amongst the masses. A visit to Bisleri International, Andheri (East) was organized
for the F.Y, S.Y.and T.Y. B.M.S. students to understand the technicalities of running a business
successfully since the past two decades. At the Bisleri factory, the first session started off with a
PowerPoint presentation in which the History of Bisleri, Advertisements of the Bisleri, reuse of plastic
bottles and Corporate videos were shown to the students.
The session was followed by an interaction between the students and the Bisleri staff. In the second
session, a visit to the Bisleri Factory was organized. Firstly, plastic caps and boots were distributed to the
students.
The students were shown the process of water purification, filling of water in the bottles, closing of
bottles, labelling, and the assembling process; which were very informative for the students. At the end,
the visit ended with certificates and gift hampers being handed out by the company to the students.
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WDC ACTIVITY
The college had conducted a workshop in collaboration with Procter and Gamble. The primary focus of
this workshop was to inform girls about various oral and breathing issues, which many are not fully aware
of or take precautionary measures. In the daily course of life, often people forget to take care of their oral
hygiene and ignorance of this can lead to several diseases. The basic motto of the workshop was to
provide the right information about oral hygiene and care.
Students attained knowledge of inexpensive and easy methods to maintain oral hygiene and health
maintenance. The workshop ended with girls getting a free sample of a mouth freshener and a Rexona
body deodorant.
This initiative encouraged students to take care of themselves with good products available in the market
at affordable rates. The institution believes to have instilled a feeling of hygiene essential for a better and
longer lifespan free of diseases.
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GARBA CELEBRATION
Navratri is a Hindu festival celebrated in the autumn of every year. Navratri is celebrated among Hindus to
welcome Goddess Durga in the Gregorian months of September and October. It's celebrated differently in
different parts of the Indian subcontinent. Navratri is a festival of happiness, where people perform Garbas
on devotional songs that are popular by the names of 'Dandiya Raas' and 'GarbaRaas' to please the
Goddess.
The college has celebrated Garba on the 7th of October 2019. The celebration commenced with the
offering of prayers to Goddess Navdurga and thereafter by performing Garba. All the students, faculty and
staff members were invited to attend the most auspicious part of the event being, Maha Aarti. The event
was attended by all the enthusiastic students, faculty and staff members in their traditional attire. Students
had also decorated the Aarti thali and capably managed the activities to make the event a grand success.
Students and faculties participated in the Garba dance with full joy and cheer. The positivity and energy
combined with the colourful costumes and the dandia folk songs along with the dance made the entire day
extremely successful and fruitful. Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar had also actively involved in this event.
Following prizes were given to encourage students:
GUJRAT KI SHAAN: RutikaKariya – SYBAF
BEST DANCER:

DhanviTakuuani- FYBMS
Seema Gupta- SYBAF
Jesica Baraiya- SYBAF
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DIGITAL LITERACY WORKSHOP FOR WOMEN
The digital literacy workshop of women was organized by Gandhi Shikshan Bhavan’s Smt. Surajba
College of Education in collaboration with Maharashtra State Commission for Women on the 18th of
December 2019. The main objective of this workshop was to create awareness amongst women about
digital schemes and websites, which was launched by the government for the benefit of women.
The main objectives of the Department are to focus on promoting the survival, protection, development,
welfare, and participation of women and children in a holistic manner. The department is responsible for
policymaking, formulation of programmes /schemes, implementation of development programmes, and
coordination of efforts of both governmental and non-governmental organizations working in the field of
Women and Child Development.
Students of the different streams had participated in this workshop in a large number. Ms. Rupali Kapse
who is the trainer of Maharashtra State Commission for Women gave beneficial training about different
government website and schemes which are launched for the benefits of women for example – Tejaswini
scheme, Digital locker, Ujjawala scheme, BetiBachaoBetiPadhao, SABLA scheme, Mahila e-Haat, etc.
which was very informative for the students.
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TRADITIONAL AND INDO-WESTERN DAY CELEBRATION & CHRISTMAS PARTY
Traditional Day and Indo-Western Day celebrations are an obvious part of one's college life. To make
understand the students of the attires and culture followed by different people was the main intention of
celebrating the Traditional and Indo-Western Day.
Traditional Day and Indo- Western Day had been celebrated very enthusiastically by the students. On the
Traditional day, all students were expected to wear their traditional attires, which led to a mixture of
Maharashtrian attire, Gujarati attire, Punjabi attire, the famous Bengali look being worn by the students
which added a different vibe to the overall event.
The Indo-Western day celebrations were followed by a DJ party, which was a much-awaited
occasion by the students. The students came to college dressed elegantly to celebrate the day. Later, the
college gave away prizes for the best traditional dress worn, best Indo-Western outfits and for the best
dance performance as well.Since these days were close to Christmas, the college had decided to make it a
full-fledged, fun-filled and memorable week for the students and thereby reached on the conclusion of
celebrating the Christmas party before the college winds up for the winter break. With the Christmas spirit
in the minds of the young students, a party of a colossal length was successfully organized and carried out.
After the party, the students parted ways only to reunite soon the next year with a fresh and positive
approach towards all aspects of life.
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SEMINAR ON EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
B.M.S students of the college had attended a seminar on Emotional Intelligence, using the disc profile on
the 3rd of January, 2020, at the University of Mumbai. It was highly important for overall students’
development. Mr. Hemant Lawangare, the guest speaker, spoke on influential communication, people
management, and disc model.
There is a shred of considerable evidence pointing to its positive role in helping students deal with stress,
and develop relationships. Be it a teacher, a parent, or a student itself, becoming well aware of how it’s
been popping up everywhere recently, in lessons, curriculum, and even in exams, it is important to keep a
tab on the latest developments.
Emotional Intelligence plays a vital role in the development of students' development. The group activity
session was organized for the active participation of students. Then an in-depth look into the different
ways that teachers and teens alike can take this knowledge and use it in practice was focused upon.
Emotional Intelligence is a quality that can be 100% taught and learned.
Teaching young people skills such as active listening, self-awareness and empathy can equip them to
succeed both, academically and socially.
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CONFERENCE - CYBER BULLYING THE SEMINAR
National Commission for Women, New-Delhi in collaboration with MKLM’s B.L.Amlani College of
Commerce and Economics &M.R.Nathwani College of Arts, Vile Parle had successfully conducted a
national seminar on ‘Cyber-bullying: Consequences and Prevention’ on the 7th of January 2020 in its
campus. Renowned researchers, faculties and three-hundred women students actively participated in the
seminar.
Chairman, Adv. Mahendra K Ghelani strongly supported the cause of protecting women from Digital
Abuse. Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar commenced the event with an awe-inspiring speech for the
delegates and the students. Dr. Sujata Dhopte was the rapporteur of the session whose expertise and
guidance made a terrific and positive impact on the seminar. The other resource persons were: Dr. Minu
Madlani, Dr. Sunita Magre, Dr. RajashreeVarhadi, Dr. Kavita Lalchandani, Dr. Madhura Kalamkar, Dr.
Swati Rautela, Dr. Satinder Gujral, Dr. Hema Mehta, and Dr. Shraddha Shukla.
Through special assistance and support of the National Commission for women, an appropriate framework
was created for a juster world that extends its unwavering support to women. It was an enriching
experience for all the participants, and the interactive panel session proved to be the cherry on the topping.
Following the panel session, the seminar ended with a vote of thanks.

SEMINAR ON CAREERS IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SECTOR
Learning new things is a pre-requisite to grow in career and business. And when it’s about computers and
information technology then not only the newly acquired knowledge through constantly updating oneself
but also its application becomes very important. No matter what one does or are willing to do, one needs
to maintain consistent improvement in their technical skills.Internet and online learningcourses/programs
help one in growing. Therefore, the college had organized a seminar on the certificate course for advanced
computer courses on the 21st and 22nd of August 2019 for the students of all the undergraduate courses.
Mr. Ketan Soni and Mr. Anuj Dhagat from Raj Computer Academy were the resource persons for the
seminar. The duo spoke on the various advanced courses in computers and the application of computers in
the field of accountancy and taxation.
Mr. Ketan Soni and Mr. Anuj Dhagat were able to highlight the importance of Advance excel,
GST, Taxation, Microsoft Office and the various benefits attached to the learning of these courses, apart
from the regular curriculum.
Detailed information was provided on the operating system and application management, Certificate
course in Computerized Accounting (Tally Operating System), Certificate course in Tax Administration,
Certificate course in Capital Market, Certificate course in Business Management. The overall seminar
proved to be fruitful as many students showed their interest in joining for the certificate courses.
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ANNUAL SPORTS DAY
The much-awaited Annual Sports Day of B.L.Amlani College was held on the 10th of January, 2020. The
programme began with the Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar welcoming the esteemed gathering and
emphasized the importance of sports in a student’s life.
The students entered into the spirit of the occasion in a grand way and with a winning spirit in their hearts.
An energizing equestrian display set the tone for the rest of the event. There were many indoor and
outdoor activities, which were organized for the students.
The students enthusiastically participated in most of the events. Many events like the relay race, shotput,
100 meters, and 200-meter races, discus throw, sack race, special relay, lemon, and spoon, along with
various other fun activities. The events helped the girls realize not only their existing athletic skill set but
also to discover their hidden athletic skills.
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REPORT ON PRESCHOOL MENTAL HEALTH SEMINAR
Preschool Mental Health Seminar, organized by the School Psychiatry, 2020 at the main auditorium on the
11th of January, 2020 at the Lokmanya Tilak Municipal General Hospital and Medical College, Sion,
Mumbai revolved around the mental health of preschool children, age-wise ranging from 3 – 6 years old.
Preschool Mental Health Seminar consisted of two sections, each ending with a panel discussion. The first
section was chaired by Dr. Y.A. Matcheswalla and Dr.Henal Shah, while the second section was chaired
by Dr. Shilpa Adarkar and Dr. Nilesh Shah.
PHYSICAL AND SENSORY GROWTH MOVEMENT AND POSTURE OF THE CHILD
Dr.MehekUttamchandani
According to statistics, 14-20% of children go through mental disorders worldwide. 1 in 15 children get
diagnosed with autism. Also, Dr.Mehek introduced some skills that were important for a pre-school child.
A typical sign and symptom described as "RED FLAGS", which if noticed in pre-school children, were
elaborated on, with the precautionary measures to be considered. Social-emotional Development and
Enhancing Physical Development also play an important role in a preschooler's life. Dr.Mehek concluded
with the opinion of “Let them play”.
TEMPER TANTRUMS AND AGGRESSION IN CHILDREN
Dr.KersiChavda
According to statistics, 84% of pre-schoolers have temper tantrums, once a month, at the least. Most
episodes of temper are considered a normal part of growing up, but if the temper tantrum exceeds,
precautionary measures should be followed immediately. The best way to deal with tantrums is to look for
what triggers the tantrum. Keeping calm, trying the concept of time out, and trying to talk with the child,
helps in lowering the level of the tantrum. Dr.KersiChavda concluded that the need is to calm the child
down and not retaliate to the temper tantrums.
PANEL DISCUSSION: CHILDREN AND PRESCHOOLERS -MODERATOR: Dr.Avinash De Souza
PANELISTS: Ms. ShehnazSumaya, Ms. AnureetSethi, Ms. Alisha Lalljee
The panel discussion started with an exercise video, wherein the video consisted of head, shoulders, knees,
and toes repeatedly being played on which all the people seated in the auditorium had to imitate the moves
from the video. The panelists responded promptly to the queries of the audience, suggesting that a child
shouldn’t be pressurized with studies. The suggestions also included the need to teach a child of empathy
and gratitude. The need to communicate with the child to reduce temper tantrums were also discussed.
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WORKSHOP ON - DIGITAL LITERACY FOR WOMEN
B. L. Amlani College of Commerce and Economics & M. R. Nathwani College of Arts in collaboration
with The State Commission for Women organized a workshop on “Digital literacy for women” on the
13th of January, 2020.
The State Commission for Women works towards enabling women to achieve equality and encourages
equal participation in all spheres of life by securing a woman's due rights and entitlements through
“Digital literacy". Emphasis got laid upon devising strategies for the solution of specific problems arising
out of discrimination and atrocities against women.
The college had arranged this seminar for the empowerment of students, in specific, taking into
consideration the college girls. The inaugural session started with the lighting of the lamp ceremony. Ms.
Rupali Kapse, Trainer: Maharashtra State Commission for Women inaugurated the session.
After the inaugural, the Principal welcomed the huge and enthusiastic gathering. Ms. Rupali Kapse
enlightened the students on the importance of digital literacy for women. The training focused on different
government websites and schemes launched for benefitting women. Various Government Programs got
explained viz., Tejaswini Scheme, Digital Locker, Ujjawala Scheme, BetiBachaoBetiPadhao, Sabla
Scheme, Mahila E-Haat, etc. The purpose of letting know the students of the new advancements in society
to protect and promote their rights were achieved through this workshop.
Chairman, Adv. Mahendra K Ghelani, a strong supporter of digital literacy and Principal, Dr. Jitendra
Aherkar, provided an insight into the current scenario before the winding up of the immensely worth
event.
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ANNUAL DAY
The annual day of the college got held on the 14th of January, 2020. Preparations for the annual function
had started a few days in advance to the commencement of the programme. The programme started with
the lighting of the lamp by the Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar, and the Chief Guest, Dr. Smita Shukla. The
Principal shared a few words of wisdom with all present at the function. He spoke not only about what the
college offers but also encouraged the overall development of the students through various extra-curricular
activities conducted by the college.
The performance of the students started with a prayer dance. Following which there were many more
performances like solo dances, group dances, singing, drama, mime act, etc. The theme selected by the
college was- The Indian culture. The programme successfully created a huge impact on the audience. The
Chief Guest, Dr. Smita Shukla, Director of ADMI, University of Mumbai, gave away prizes to the brilliant
students. Contingent leaders of the college were also provided with their well-deserved recognition for
their efforts.
The Chief Guest congratulated the Principal and the staff members for the progress made by the college
since its inception. The journey of an event never ends because the college celebrates an event each month
for the development of its students. The Principal thanked the chief guest, and the function ended, but only
to be celebrated soon next year.
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VIKHROLI VISIT- BMS DEPARTMENT
The BMS students have attended a training session on “Entrepreneurship development” on 9th January
2020 at future group, Vikholi. It was Joint Initiative between Future Group and The National Skill
Development Corporation (NSDC). India is among the fastest growing economies, with the second largest
labor force in the world. And yet, India still faces a severe deficit of skilled and employable manpower.
To bridge this widening gap, the above-mentioned institutions offer skill-based training, leading to gainful
employment and entrepreneurial opportunities to millions. This skill development programs enable,
energize and empower participants; ensuring an economically vibrant society and a holistic community
enrichment.
Entrepreneurship Development Programme is a programme which helps in developing entrepreneurial
abilities. Sometimes, students may have skills but it requires polishing and incubation. It helps the person
to acquire skills and necessary capabilities to play the role of an entrepreneur effectively.
All skilling programs are aimed at creating a talent pipeline that is ready for on-the-job core tasks from
day one. These institutions work very closely with State and Central Government on various wages based
and self – employment skill development schemes/ initiatives.
Such training programme helps to analyze the business needs, the skills needed are varied and they need to
be taken care in the best possible way. This training programme groomed our students not only in a
positive way but it is a complete process to make the possible transformation of an individual into an
entrepreneur. This programme also guided our students on how to start the business and effective ways to
sustain it successfully.
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ELYSIUM
The college celebrated its festival, “Elysium” in collaboration with the DLLE Department, University of
Mumbai, on the 17th of January, 2020. The event witnessed the participation of around fifty colleges.
There were around twenty competitions which included the best of dances, fun-filled skits, high octane
dramas, melodious singers, debates at its best, well-spoken elocutions, talented nail artists, research
convention, and many such thrilling awe-filled moments filled the campus.
A huge crowd of students turned up, all charged to put forth their best. Dr. Dilip Patil, Director of DLLE
unit, provided us with his wholehearted support, as the event provides opportunities for the overall growth
of the students. There were different judges for each event, and their suggestions added to the motivation
level of the students. The college student volunteers proved to be the backbone, with the help of whom the
events could be carried out successfully.
The participants were fuelled up and enjoyed being a part of most of the competitions. The electrified
students enjoyed each passing moment. The college festival did come to an end but not without a few
encouraging words from our Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar, followed by a prize distribution ceremony.
Gokhale Education Society’s- Shri. BhausahebVartak Arts, Commerce & Science College, Borivali (W)
won the Rotating Winner Trophy and R.A. Poddar College of Commerce & Economics won the Rotating
Runner-up Trophy of Elysium for the academic year 2019-2020. Eventually, the day ended, but never to
be forgotten for a lifetime for those present there.
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THE FREE PRESS JOURNAL VISIT- BMM DEPARTMENT
The student of MKLM's B. L. Amlani College of Commerce and Economics & M.R.Nathwani College of
Arts, Mumbai visited the head office and printing unit of the Free Press Journal at Marine Lines, Mumbai
on the 20th of January, 2020. Students were first taken to the reporter's room where Mr. Romit
(Resignation-PageMaker of the Free Press Journal) took them through the process of news segregation and
content. Later, he briefly explained how reporters converted the data into a news format with the help of
design software. This software is majorly used in English, Hindi and Marathi newspapers.
Thereafter, the students moved to the printing press unit where the production manager showed how
newspaper printing printed on a blank sheet with the help of printed aluminium plate which is a template
for the newspaper was done. The plant had completed a seven-year run successfully. The plant uses 1.5
tone paper every day for printing and uses six colours for it. The Free Press Journal subscription in
Mumbai is more than five lakhs and the cost of a newspaper is rupees two, which is economical in cities
like Mumbai.
During the visit, students were excited to know the process of printing. Each student received a demo copy
of the newspaper. The visit helped the students in providing a better insight into the functioning of a press
office which may prove beneficial for their future.
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JIO STUDIO- BMM VISIT
On the 22nd of January, 2020; the students of MKLM'S B. L. Amlani College, Mumbai, visited the
Reliance Jio Office and Studios at BKC. Students were introduced to the venue by Mr. ZenilDumasaya,
who is part of the Celebrity Management Department. After the short introduction, students were taken
from one department to another department around the office space.
They started with Mr.Vinod's office, the Senior Editor, who has been involved in the editing of many
famous campaigns like the Mumbai Indians, IPL team advertising campaign and the HBO premiere of
Tom Cruise film, Mission Impossible. When asked, he informed the students about the software of his
choice- Adobe Premiere Pro. Later, he also introduced the students to the Reliance's very own music
library- Big Bang Music. The students then headed to the Colour Grading Department where they met the
heads of the department - Simran and Johnson. The students were introduced to what Colour Grading is
and how widely it is used. "Creating emotions with colours", this was how Mr.Johnson defined colour
grading. He said that his software of choice was DaVinci Resolve. Moving on, the students met the GoPro
Editor of Reliance, Mr.Prashant and the Promotional Advertisement Editor, Mr. Mandar Pradhan, who has
played a significant role in the famous Jio Dandana dan advertisement campaign.
Later, the students were taken to the multiple computer graphics department. Six people managed this
department. Each one's choice of software ranged from Adobe After Effects to Photoshop to Final Cut
Pro. This department played one of the most important roles in the advertisement campaign of IPL and
Pro- Kabaddi. After this, the students moved ahead to the Motion Graphics Department where they met
Mr. Niklesh, who showed them the ongoing process of the Balaji advertisement he was working on. The
students then visited the AR/VR Department where they met Mr. Pravin who is the head of the AR/VR
Department. He showed them a few video games he made for the promotion of the IPL games and the
Bajirao Mastani game. He introduced the students to the latest VR and AR technology and even let them
experience it. The AR/VR Department was a crowd pleaser and the students enjoyed it thoroughly.
The students were then given a short break and then they headed towards the filming studios where they
saw the studio set up of Reliance Jio's TV program, Kiska Brand Bajega which airs on CNBV TV 18. The
students asked a few questions about the doubts they had after exploring the studio after which the visit
concluded.
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CONVOCATION CEREMONY & PRIZE DISTRIBUTION
On the 26th of January, 2020, excited students slipped into black gowns, as they gathered for the annual
convocation, and prize distribution ceremony at B. L. Amlani College of Commerce and Economics &
M.R. Nathwani College of Arts. Mr. Sanjay Deshpande, the chief guest highlighted the importance of life
skills and value systems, which are instrumental in becoming an achiever. Dr. Minu Madlani also graced
the occassion with her presence. The host for the day. The host for the day, Mr. Dilip Menon, started off
the ceremony by speaking on the importance of the convocation ceremony in a student's life. And, as the
enthusiasm started filling in the air, the Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar, officially commenced the
ceremony with a grand speech.
The dignitaries not only spoke of their personal experiences but also motivated the students. Thereafter,
the dignitaries presented the students of B.COM, B.A, B.B.I, B.M.M, B.A.F, and B.M.S students from the
batch of 2018-19, their well-deserved convocation certificates.
The names of the prize winners who excelled in the fields of academics, and co-curricular activities during
the year got announced. Following which, the students got awarded with college certificate of merits for
their outstanding achievements in academics, sports, and co-curricular activities. The overall event turned
out to be a memorable one, which will remain engraved in the hearts of the students forever.
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GRAPHOLOGY SEMINAR
The lecture on Graphology was organized on the 29th of January, 2020 in the college. Prof. Sunil S.
Sangve, HOD of Computer Engineering Department, explained the objectives of the workshop and also
delivered the importance of Handwriting Analysis (Graphology).
Handwriting Analysis (Graphology) is an amazing science that helps students to understand and learn
about themselves, as well as, others in a better way. By learning graphology one can become aware of
their personality, real thinking pattern, behaviour, capabilities, strengths, weaknesses, relations
(personal/professional), and much more through handwriting. Graphology and Grapho-therapy can help a
person in educational, personal and professional life. Apart from that, it helps to improve concentration,
goal orientation planning, and organization, relationships, behaviour, the health and wealth aspects also
develop which helps positive thoughts to be instilled in the minds of the students that can help them
overcome their fears.
Grapho-Therapy is a therapy given to a person to change his handwriting/signature and to
minimize/remove the impact of any negative traits of his/her handwriting. This therapy involves the
analysis of a person’s handwriting, identification of the negative traits in their handwriting and provides
the correct formation of alphabets in handwriting. Similarly, corrective formations in signatures are also
suggested based on the handwriting therapy requirements.Grapho – Therapy cannot be considered as
counselling. People get confused between counselling and therapy. Counselling is the advice given based
on the Graph logical analysis of a person’s behaviour, strengths, and weakness, etc. whereas therapy is
provided to put correct handwriting style into practice.
Around 150 students and 10 faculties benefited from attending this workshop. The college expressed its
gratitude to Mr. Sandip S. Arsude and his team for addressing the audience and delivering valuable
content for this workshop. Later on, the expression of gratitude was further extended to include the
Management, Principal, HOD, all the teaching staff, non-teaching staff and the students of the computer
department for all the help they had extended in successfully organizing this workshop.
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ALKESH DINESH MODI INSTITUTE – A VISIT TO THE UNIVERSITY OF MUMBAI
The students from the BMM Department had attended a seminar at Alkesh Dinesh Modi Institute, Kalina,
University of Mumbai on the 1st of February 2020. The college has always supported women
empowerment. Smt. Chetana Gala Sinha; Founder and chairperson of Mann Deshi Bank and Mann Deshi
Foundation.
It's a women’s bank, which supports and strives for the upliftment of women while providing them with
the required financial stability. The students were made to understand the role and importance of a bank
that exclusively operates to cater to the needs of women from the rural/backward areas of Maharashtra.
The session was able to successfully instill in the minds of the students, wherein they felt that there is a
need for a modest effort to help in the upliftment of women.
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MUSEUM VISIT- BMM DEPARTMENT
The students of MKLM's B. L. Amlani College and M.R. Nathwani College of Arts, visited Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj VastuSangrahalaya Museum, formerly known as Prince of Wales Museum of Western
India, Museum in Mumbai (Bombay), India on the 6th of February, 2020. It was established in 1905, but
its opening was delayed until 1922. The museum is housed in a domed building in the Indo-Saracenic
style that was completed in 1914. Mumbai's biggest and best museum displays a mix of India-wide
exhibits. The domed behemoth, an intriguing hodgepodge of Islamic, Hindu and British architecture, is a
flamboyant Indo-Saracenic design by George Wittet (who also designed the Gateway of India). Its vast
collection includes impressive Hindu and Buddhist sculpture, terracotta figurines from the Indus valley,
Indian miniature paintings and some particularly vicious-looking weaponry.
Its collection includes Tibetan art, Chinese porcelain, Mughal and Rajput miniature, and the Jehangir art
gallery, completed in 1952. The jewellery and glass collections are also noteworthy. The natural history
section of the museum started with the collection of the Bombay natural history society. The history
section contains dioramas, and there is a collection of exhibits from the period of the Maratha confederacy
(17th-18th century).
Information is provided in English, and audio guides (free for foreigners) are available in seven languages.
Six of the galleries are air-conditioned, offering welcome relief from the summer heat. For a quick
historical overview of Mumbai, the new 20-minute Mumbai experience (50) is shown in English five
times per day. There's a fine cafeteria at the entrance and the museum shop is also is excellent.
The Jehangir art gallery has contributed significantly to the evolution of the surrounding neighbourhood of
Kala Ghoda as a center for artistic learning. It frequently hosts public programs including documentary
film screenings, workshops, and seminars for students and adults. The museum even hosts post-graduate
diploma courses in museology and conservation and heritage studies and conservation.
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SEMINAR - COMMUNICATION SKILL AT WORK PLACE
A lecture was held on the 11th of Feb, 2020 on the importance of developing communication skills and the
role of communication in one's daily life. The seminar was attended by the first-year and second-year
students of B.A and B.Com. The guest speaker spoke about the importance of communication skills and
how the same had helped him build his career. After his introduction, he spoke about the ways to succeed
in life. The seminar was conducted to provide the students an insight into global exposure and
understanding related to the key concepts like dedication, self-confidence, positive attitude, discipline,
enthusiasm, hard work and the importance of communication in every sphere of one's life.
Effective communication is an important life skill that enables the students to understand better and
connect with the people around them. He also shared that the lack of effective communication
inadvertently leads to conflict and frustration in both professional and personal relationships. He suggested
ways to increase self-confidence by doing meditation and participating in different activities which will
help to remove the stage fear from the minds of the students. The seminar was interesting and allowed
everyone to learn many things about infusing creative thinking, speaking English fluently and focusing on
one's future. The session ended with a feedback session, where the students asked questions regarding
their future.
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INDUSTRIAL VISIT 2019-2020
The college organized an industrial visit to Agra, Mathura, and Jaipur. The visit was scheduled for the
18th of February, 2020. There was a huge group of enthusiastic students, consisting of eighty-four
students and six staff members.
The excitement among the students was high as many of them were travelling soo far for the first time in
their lives. The students started having fun by playing games, sharing snacks amongst themselves and
offering the same to the teachers as well. Since there was a pantry car in the train the sellers made it a
point to see that someone or the other was seen selling snacks to the students. As far as our students were
concerned, they too made it a point that someone or the other bought something from some of the other
vendor, who used to pass by occasionally. It was a great experience for them, as the day passed by playing
games, singing songs and having an overall fun time. The first destination to reach was Mathura on the
19th of February,2020. However, since this was just the beginning journey, there was a need to board a
bus from Mathura station to reach Agra. On our way, we halted at Domino’s Pizza to have breakfast and
then proceeded ahead to reach Agra by 1:30 pm. Once after reaching Agra, the first visit, which was to
one of the Seven Wonders of the World, the Taj Mahal, a monument which is a symbol of love was
thoroughly enjoyed by the students.
On the 20th of February, 2020, after having breakfast in the hotel, the group headed towards Krishna
JanamBhoom, a famous temple in Mathura and thereafter they headed towards Jaipur. On our way to
Jaipur, a visit was paid to the ruins of Bhangad which was a very thrilling and memorable experience for
everyone.
The next day, that was the 21st of February, 2020, the group visited various places like the museum, Hawa
Mahal, and Jantar Mantar. Thereafter, the group headed towards Amer Fort in the evening, and going to
the fort was a unique and exciting experience, as climbing up the fort was a real challenge and a thrilling
adventure for both the staff and students, alike. On the 22nd of February, 2020, the group visited the
Jaipur Dairy Farm, where the group witnessed how the milk gets processed in the dairy industry and how
it gets packed into milk packets. It was a very nice learning experience for the students and also an
enlighting experience for the staff
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UDAAN FESTIVAL-THE FLIGHT OF EXTENSION
The college had successfully hosted the ‘Udaan Festival-the flight of extension’ on 25th February 2020.
Smt. Sheetal Mhtare, the elected corporator, was the special guest for the Udaan festival. Two students
had participated in the poster-making competition and the topic chosen was “Women empowerment - stop
harassment”. Students participated in the street play competition and won the consolation prize at the
university level.
Around twenty-two colleges from the Mumbai region had actively participated in the UDAAN Festival
(2019-2020) and were able to successfully put forth their creative best. It could be seen that there were
sincere efforts in their artistic contributions. Thereafter, Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar, honored Dr. Dilip
Patil, Director of DLLE Department, University of Mumbai by inaugurating postal stamps with Dr. Dilip
Patil's photo onto the stamps, thereby honouring his esteemed presence.
Principal, Dr. Jitendra Aherkar and Asst. Prof. SonaliShiralkar were awarded the “Special Contribution
Award” by Dr. Dilip Patil, for their efforts towards the development of the students and their contribution
to the DLLE Departmental activities. After an energetic prize distribution ceremony, the programme
ended with a vote of thanks.
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GROOMING AND ETIQUETTE WORKSHOP AT ISME
“Good manners will open doors that the best education cannot." – Clarence Thomas
Our BMS students had attended a workshop on “Grooming and Etiquette” organized by ISME- School of
Management & Entrepreneurship under a trainer specialized in corporate grooming. The workshop got
organized to augment the self-image, vibrancy, and personal style for better personalities.
The workshop got held under three sessions for social etiquette, personal grooming, and fine dining and
table etiquette session.
In the social etiquette session, the students learned how to interact and converse socially (topics to avoid
and what small talks meant), with effective introductions, greetings, body language, and the correct
posture (the art of sitting, standing and walking). Personal grooming sessions emphasized the importance
of personal hygiene, body/ skincare, and understanding the correct way of dressing.
The fine dining and table etiquette session was the most important of the three-day-long workshop. In it,
the girls learned about the protocol and formal procedures in detail. The trainer stressed on the importance
of such training programmes and also assured that many more quality programs will be introduced in the
days to come for preparing the students to face campus interviews in the near future. Later, it got
announced that the placement team of the college will have student representation too so that the future
training programs can be organized as per the need of the students.
In the training programme, the students were taught about some good etiquettes to be followed while
attending interviews. Tips and guidelines for attending HR interviews were also dealt with in detail. Few
frequently asked questions and the effective answers to those questions were discussed.
Trainers also focused on what a group discussion is, how to take part in group discussion, and the Do's and
Don’ts in a group discussion. After giving these tips, the students were made to take part in group
discussions under the guidance of trainers. The overall workshop helped in the development of the
students.
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STUDENTS CORNER
one things are just meant to be broken,
Like specks and clocks,
dishes and PROMISES,
.
When a clock breaks,
It's not only the clock which breaks,
It also breaks the glass, model and barrel too,
.
Just like the Clock, when a promise breaks,
It's not only the promise which breaks,
It also breaks the trust and heart of a person,
.
Even after so many attempts,
So many strive,
Things won't be same as before,
Whether it's clock or a person's trust,
.
i wonder sometimes,
Even after knowing these things,
Why we people give promises,
Why we people take promises,
Just to break them?
Or Just to break ourself?
Yes,
I know,
Broken is beautiful too,
But,
When something is broken by intention,
It's not beautiful,
It's awful!!!

-Dhara kanabar
Tybcom
Roll no-278
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A lesson in Life
Everything happens for a reason.
Nothing happens by chance or by means of good or bad
luck. Illness, injury, love, lost moments of true greatness
and sheer stupidity, - all occur to test the limits of your
soul. Without those small tests, if there would be events,
illness or relationships, life would be like a smoothly
paved, straight ,flat road to nowhere .
If someone loves you , love them back unconditionally ,
not because they love you , but because they are
teaching you to love and open your heart and feel the
things you would have never seen or felt without them!
If someone hurts you, betrayes you or breaks your heart
, forgive them . For they have helped you learn about
trust and the importance of being cautious as to whom
you open your heart to.
Make your each day count. Appreciate every moment
and take from it everything you possibly can , for you
may never be able to experience it again !

-Rupal Gatecha
T.Y.B.COM
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1. GREW UP
From arranging my morning tea
To making my supper
I grew up.
From caressing when I fall sick
To pray for my health
I grew up.
From sobbing on my pillow
To wiping off my tears
I grew up.
From staying at home
To visit home once in a while
I grew up.
From hanging out with friends
To promise each other for a meet up now
I grew up.
From missing home
To not let mumma miss me
I grew up.
From being dad's princess
To become a savage girl
I grew up.
-NEHA SETH
FY B.M.S
Loads of love to all the young boys & beautiful girls out there who stay away from their
home. I totally can understand that how much guts it takes to stay away from home for
the sake of our career. Keep going. Make your parents feel proud.
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2. QUARANTINE
.
"Well, its been a long time since I heard the birds' chirp, dogs' bark, wolves' howl, lions'
roar", the mother-earth said to nature.
Nature replied in its best possible manner to make earth feel loved.
Busy in our lives, none of us noticed that a venomous phase is coming our way. Nature
brought QUARANTINE to us.
Now the humans- cum- animals are supposed to sit back at their respective homes &
have their "HAPPY-ME" time. Probably, the epic me time. Human doing blunders to
nature never thought if nature would do blunders to them. When humans were rewarded
with Covid-19 then why ain't they able to accept the fact that "Karma never missed
nobody". Guys, humans have been doing the same since ages like dynamites, the
releasing poisonous gases & chemicals for mere experiments, which has affected the
nature's family massively. And here humans panicking on loss of their loved ones.
"Selfish", its our thing, human thing. Isn't it?
No doubt, these humans can end up eating each other if food crisis arises.
For your sake, you are given this chance to isolate yourself, please do that. Stop being
animals. Stop being fools. Knowing that Covid-19 is a pandemic & is spreading through
this human chain, avoid roaming around your city. Break this chain. Stay home, safely.
Your little cooperation can save a millions of lives. You can save a person, a family.
.& now under this biggest lock down of this era, of this world try to understand the
sensitiveness of the situation. I plea to you all to stay at home & take health measures.
3. 'Cause the Angel is a Girl
The tighter she holds onto it,
The faster it slips.
The closer she goes,
The farther it moves.
No it's not about love things,
But about life things.
It's about her dream,
It's about her passion.
Which might be taken away,
By reminding her duties towards her family.
'Cause being a girl is still a curse
In this so-called modern world.

- NEHA SETH
FY B.M.S
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1. "Students need to read a thousand good book before they read the hundred great
books".
2. Before you speak : THINK
T = Is it true?
H = Is it helpful?
I = Is it inspiring?
N = Is it necessary?
K = Is it kind?
3. Success is not the key to happiness
Happiness is the key to success If you love what you are doing , you will be successful.
4. The harded you work for something, the greater you'll feel when you achieve it
5. Do good and good will come to you.
Anuradha chaurasiya
FYBCOM

Let's forget all the mistakes,
Either it's ours or of someone else,
Exactly the same way like we always forget to read all the messages of our family group
in whatsapp,
Don't we?
.
Let's forget all the problems,
Either it's ours or of someone else,
Exactly the same way like we always forget to delete the 986th screenshot in our photo
gallery,
Don't we?
.
Let's hide all the discomfort,
Either it's ours or of someone else,
Exactly the same way like we always hide our gf/bf's photo in the audio manager,
Don't we?
.
Let's cherish all the small moments,
Either it's ours or of someone else,
Exactly the same way like we always send snaps of every little things to maintain streak
whether it's blurry or clear,
Don't we?
.
Let's accept all the guilt,
Either it's ours or of someone else,
Exactly the same way like we always accept the requests on FB and insta just to make
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different connection, different memories with everyone,
Don't we?
.
It's okay if sometimes life make us stand on different road, different place and with
different person,
Exactly the same way like we always change our mobile phones if it's not working,
or change our fb insta's account, just because it's not working even after maximum
attempts of passwords,
Don't we?
.
But for now let's just do it.
.
- Dhara kanabar
TYBCOM
roll no-278
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“BL AMLANI COLLEGE”

THE TEMPLE FOR THE PRIDE OF GIRLS AND WOMEN
We listen people saying that ijjat aurat ka gehana
Hein. Being a girl is not easy when you are you
Surrounded by public who know to say lots of
things about girls and their respect but there are
few who really mean this and can make you
learn and practice this. Have you ever came
across any such institution?
Let’s have a look at the temple of pride
Yes my friends in the city like Mumbai its not an
Easy task to run a big college and dedicate all yr
Hard work, the finance and most importantly
your precious time and patience just for girls and women.
when it comes ‘
BL AMLANI COLLEGE’ They don’t
only teach us the basic syllabus but girls are
provided all sorts of opportunities in all fields
and the best part is there is no one to judge you
by your, gender there is no one to tell you that tu
ladki hein tu Yeh mat kr tu woh mat kar. In the
year 2019. I entered this college and today after a
year in start of 2020. I get an opportunity to write
about my college and thank the entire institute
for doing this precious work of taking the
responsibility of graduation and post-graduation of
all the girls and providing them all the
opportunities along with the education.
When we come to Mumbai for our further studies
we are very keen to complete our graduation
from Mithibai and I was one of them who wanted
to go with the flow but today i am in one of the
top women’s college where all the bachelor
courses are provided and the best part about our
college is that we also get support from the
management for preparing and appearing
professional and competitive examination like CA, CS, IAS, etc.
Its a girl pride to study in the college where girls
are treated as leaders and rulers of the world.
A big thank you to the institution and the whole
Management team on behalf of each and every
Girl who is enjoying all the special opportunities
Of the renowned girls college of Mumbai

Article by Shailee Rupareliya Sybcom
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Three Things (Poem)
Three things to see –
Health, Happiness and Harmony.
Three things to care –
Purety, penny and piety
Three things to admire –
Dignity, Honesty and Beauty
Three things to conquer –
Wealth, Want and Evil
Three things to deserve –
Love, Freedom and Truth
Three things to avoid –
Illness, Talkativeness and throughthness
Three things to govern
Temper, Tongue and Treasure
Three things to hate –
Formality, Falsity and Flattery
Three things to Care –
Kindness, Pity and Non-violence
Three things to wish about –
Life, charity and Health
Three things to have –
Justice , goodness and conscience
Three things to take delight in –
Frankness, Freedom and Fraternity
......Sow a thought and you reap an act
.......Sow an act you reap a halert
........Sow a halert you reap a character
........Sow a character and you reap a destiny.
Name : Samnani Aliza A
Std : FYBMS
Roll No : 38
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Summer Poem
The Sun is hot and shining bright
Trees and birds are full of delight
Fruits and Flowers are in Full bloom
The bright light wipes away all the gloom
The Sunshine Spreading cheer around and round.
Wrapping in its warmth is almost here Life dances and sungs in all its gear.
Anuradha FYBCOM
“GURU”
When we hear about this holy word, we often
Make a mistake and replace this special word
With a teacher or professor. But the real meaning
Of word “GURU” is different. Teacher is a person
Who teachers us the syllabus to be followed in the
Particular semester and max to max you get little
Morals and lots of motivation but “GURU” the
Meaning itself has the answer. He is the
Influencer of your life. Its not an easy task to
Influence someone to lead a better life and
Furthermore its not everyone’s cup of tea to find
Out that spiritual person or an influencer, most of
The time he might be with us or for us but we
Won’t be able to recognize coz despite knowing
The meaning we will neglect it nd consider him
As a normal professor or a stupid fellow entering
The doors of privacy of our lyf without our
Approval. The other imp things is our guru is not
Always a teacher or a professor or some grt
Scholar as this are not the qualities to be
Developed they are inherent so anyone around
Us can be our preacher whether he may be our
Frnd or a sibling or any one from our family too.
So learn the difference nd find your preacher to
Lead a better life with happiness and success.
Ending the article will like to pay a tribute to all
The Guru with a small para of Sholka
‘GURU GOVIND DOU KHADE KAAKE LAAGU PAAY
BALIHARI GURU APNE GOVIND DIYO BATAY”

Article by
Shailee Rupareliya
SYBCOM
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मैत्रिण.
आसुसलेल्या डोळयाांना एक सहारा आहे तुझा ,
त्रिथरलेल्या मनाला एक ननवारा आहे तुझा ,
सोितीने तुझ्या मी ववसरले सारे दुःु ख ,
मैत्रिने तुझ्या मी ममळवले सारे सुख ,

अशीच रहा कायम आयुष्यभर साथीला ,

कुणाची नजर ना लागो आपल्या घट्ट मैत्रिला.
-Shivani Jadhav (tybaf)
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"क्या स्त्िी का काम है सि से आसान?

(कोरोना के चार ददन िाद पुरुषों की हालत)
िस हुए हे अभी ददन चार्,

िैठे हो धर के हाथ पे हाथ ्,

लेककन थक तो गये हो ऐसे,

जैसे घर के अांदर हो सालो साल ्,

"अरे ,घर का काम तो जैसे चुट्की मे तमाम",

ऐसा िोलना तुम्हारे मलये तो है िहोत आसान ्,
आज़मा के दे खो अपने दोनो हाथ ्,
त्रिना पमसना िहाये जनाि ्,

हाां माना,मुश्ककल है पैसा कमाना,

तो किर सश्जज-रोटी भी तो आसान नही है िनाना,
हाां नही ममलते पैसे त्रिना पमसना िहाये,

तो रोटी-सजजी भी ऐसे ही थोडे िनते है मसिफ़ घी िहाये?
ितफ़न ्,कपडे,जाडु,पोछा, और ना जाने क्या-क्या?

लेकीन छोडो,जो समजे ही ना,उसे समजाये क्या-क्या?
िच्चों को पढाना,िुढो को समजाना,

और किर आपका काम से आके ताना सुनना,

तुम तो पुछ लेते हो,"आज दाल मे नमक क्यु कम है ?
जवाि भी नहीां होगा आपके पास ्,

जि वो पुछ्ने लगेगी "आज पैसे कम क्यु कमाये?
दध
ु उिालना,दही जमाना,

अरे आप तो रे हने ही दो जनाि ्,आपको तो सश्जज लाये हुये भी हो गया जमाना,
अगर हाथ नहीां िटा सकते,
तो मुह मत चलाओ,

"womens day" के नाम पे चचे मत दोहराओ,
कुछ करना ही है तो हाथ िटाओ,

दहम्मत िढाओ, कन्धा ममलाओ,

और उसको अपने िेममसाल अश्स्त्तत्व का एहसास ददलाओ.

-Dhara kanabar ✍
(TYBCOM, ROLL NO-278)
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हक तो खो बैठी हु,

फ़कसी और को थोडा ज़्यादा खश
ु

कैसे हो?
.
जवाब की आश तो नही है

शायद खद
ु को ही उदास कर बैठी

पर फ़िर भी पुछ लेती हु,

करने की दौड मै,

पर फ़िर भी मान लेती हु,

हु मै,
.
जानती हु,

जानती हु,

पर माि करना मुझे,

ठठक ही हो.

गुनाह फ़कया है मैने,

मािी कािी नही है ,

.

पुरी कोशशश करुगग,

मानती हु,
.
फ़कसी और के आशशयाने मे

कोशशश करने की,

ठहरने के सपने सजाये,

खद
ु से भी ज़्यादा.

शायद अपना ही ठहराव खो बैठी
हु मै,
.
तोड़ने फ़कसी और की चप्ु पी

शायद खद
ु को ही चप
ु कर बैठी

हु,.
.
फ़कसी और के सपनो को सजाने,
शायद खद
ु के ही सपनो को जला
बैठी हु,
.
फ़कसी के सुर सुनने मे

शायद अपना ही गाना भूल चक
ु ी

वादा है खद
ु को,
.

मै एक बार फ़िर से बनजारा
बनुगी,

तु उठ, रात खत्म होने को है ,
सुबह होने को है

क्योंफ़क पुरी दनु नया सो रही है ,
और तु कुछ कर सकता है

क्योफ़क तेरे सपने बहोत बडे है ,
लेफ़कन तु लोगो से डरता है
और क्या है ,

अगर ज्ल्द ही सुबह हो गयी तो

तु बहाने बनायेगा फ़क "लोग क्या
कहे गे",

"लोग मेरे बारे मे क्या सोचेगे,क्या

पर इस बार
तुझे खोजने को ननकलुगी,

रास्ते मे वो हर गाना गाउगी,
जो खद
ु को पसंद है ,
..
वो हर सपना दे खगु ग

जो हर सपने से उचा हो,
वो सपना,
जो अपना खद
ु का हो,

हु मै,
.
.
खद
ु का हाथ पकड के,
फ़कसी और का हाथ थाम के चलने खद की खामोशी तोड के,
ु
के सपने सजाये,
खद
ु को सब से ज़्यादा खश
ु कर
शायद खद
ु का ही हाथ छोड़ बैठी
के,
हु मै,.
.
फ़कसी अपने की तलाश मै

पर,
.
my dear self,
.
बस इस बार माि कर दे मझ
ु .े

खद
ु का अपना घर बनाउगी,
.

शायद अपने आप को ही खो बैठी
हु मै,
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बोलेगे,
और फ़िर तु अपने सपनो से दरु
भागेगा,

तो तु उठ,

अपनी मन्ज़िल फ़क और आगे
बढ़, क्योफ़क तेरे सपने बहोत बड़े
है ,
लेफ़कन तु लोगो से डरता है ,
तो तु उठ,

रात खत्म होने को है
सब
ु ह होने वाली है ,

क्योंफ़क परु ी दनु नया सो रही है
और तज
ु े कुछ करना है ,

क्योफ़क तु कर सकता है .
-Dhara kanabar
TYBCOM
roll no-278

B. L. AMLANI COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & ECONOMICS
M. R. NATHWANI COLLEGE OF ARTS
Annual Report- (2020-21)
One of the joys of preparing an annual report is that it gives us the opportunity to look back and be
thankful for all that has been accomplished. Our special Thanks to our management members, All
Parents & dear students for their support & cooperation. Matushri Kanbai Lalbai Motibai Lohana
Kanyashala & B.L.Amlani College of commerce and economics along with M.R.Nathwani college of
Arts kept no stone unturned during pandemic crises. Keeping the view of lockdown situation in the
country, the college initiated its first a webinar on 27th April 2020 on the title “Making Students
Industry Ready” along with Teach Us Organization. The students were motivated and inspired for the
overall development by not just focusing on academics but also on several self- developmental cocurricular activities. The College also conducted few certificate courses for students mainly on Peace
Education, Personality Development and Cyber Security. Our College proudly announces another
feather in its cap as it hosted four conferences and Seminar in thesaid academic year. Stress, anxiety and
loneliness were the top challenges most students identified they were dealing with during the fall
semester, and those issues outweighed stressors such as struggling financially or managing academic
workload. Thus the Institution organized Stress Management webinars along with Bhramakumaris. On
the 29th of April National Seminar on “Promoting Capacity Building for Rural Youth” was
organized in collaboration with National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development. It is followed by
th

another International conference on 15 May on “Financial Inclusion for Women Empowerment”.
An International Conference on Impetus of Globalization in New Normal along with International
Institute of Cambridge, United Kingdom. The college also received a financial assistance from the
National Commission for Women, New Delhi to arrange a national Webinar on Empowerment of
Women in Digital Era. An Offline Conference was also organized in the month of March on
Aatmanirbhar Bharat to highlight the views of our Hon.Prime Minister.More than 100 webinars were
organized during the academic year focusing mainly on Health and Nutrition,Yoga & Meditation, Cyber
Ethics and Women Issues. This would have not been possible with the support from other institutions.
Keeping these views in mind, the college signed MoU with Rani Durgavati Vishwavidyalya,
Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh, Dayanand Arya Kanya Mahavidyalaya, Nagpur, Reena Mehta
College of ASC and Management Studies, Bhyander, Shailendra College of Commerce, Dahisar

and Patuk Gala College of Commerce, Mumbai.
I. c. Principal
Dr. Jitendra Aherkar
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Details of the Webinar for the Academic Year 2020-21
SR.
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

DATE

Event

27th April , 20
to 1st May, 20
9th May, 20 to
12th May, 20
18th May, 2020
19th May, 2020
20th May, 2020
23rd May, 2020
28th May, 2020
30th May, 2020
4th June, 2020
5th June, 2020

Webinar on Peace Education

12

7th June, 20 to
13th June, 20
14th June, 2020

13
14

17th June, 2020
20th June, 2020

15

27th August,
2020
25th and 26th
September, 20
16th October,
2020
28th October,
2020
6th November,
2020
26th November,
2020
27th November,
2020
2nd December,
2020
23rd June, 2020

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
30

Yoga for Rejuvenating Womanhood
National Webinar on Basics of Cyber Security
Basics of Cyber Security
Webinar Lockdown 2020 Reshaping Feminism
Yoga Rejuvenating Lifeskill
National Webinar on Skilling Feminism
Webinar on 3 E's of Performing Art :"Expression, Emotion, Experience"
National Webinar on Stress Management during Covid 19 for College Students
International Webinar Peer Collaboration and Informal Teaching Method an
International Perspective
Webinar on Nalanda Sanskritidhara_Multidimensional of Indian Culture
National Webinar on Is there a Need for New Health Legislation in Post Covid
Scenario in India
Webinar on Stay Awake for Domeistic Violence Post Covid 19
ववववध वयोगटासाठी पोषण व प्रनतकारक्षमता बाबत मागगदशगन (Guidance on nutrition
and immunity for different age groups)
Webinar on Swachhta Action Plan
National Webinar on Empowerment of Women in Digital Era
Webinar on Women Empowerment Journey of Successful Women
Webinar Promoting Gender Equality and Women Empowerment
Webinar Promoting Gender Equality and Women Empowerment
Empower Women - Empower Women Special Lecture Series
IAWS Western Regional Conference Gender and Higher Education Contemporary
Challenges
Need of Women Commission to Bring Gender Equality
Mindfulness in Challenging Time
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Webinar with Videos
23

29th April, 20

Making Students Industry Ready

https://youtu.be/eQYVa_mX1aY

24

8th June, 2020

25

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aIV
Vt-Ak3kc
https://youtu.be/ksqOpBxQTxU

26

9th June, 20 to
13th June, 20
10th June,2020

27

19th June, 2020

28

19th June, 2020

29

21st June, 2020

31

23rd June, 2020

32

30th June, 2020

33

Legal Research Methods

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UD
WuNaoGTLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STHj
W8rk2jU
https://youtu.be/8a-pfbEkPl4

38

27th July, 20 to
31st July, 20
28th
September,
2020
16th January,
2021
29th February ,
2021
30th March,
2021
29th April, 2021

Webinar on Positive Thinking and
Practical Meditation (Brahmakumaris)
National Webinar on Personality
Development - Short Term Course
National Webinar Implications of Covid
-19 Pandemic on Women and Children
National Webinar on Health and
Happiness Second Lockdown
Meditation Series
National Webinar on Self Reliant
Women Challenges and Opportunities
National Webinar CSR Emerging
Modern Dimensions
Webinar on Teaching Learning
Methodology in Commerce and MGMT
National Webinar for Financial Literacy
for Women
Webinar on Personality Development
From Black Board to Broadband
Covid-19 Pandemic with Gender Lens
Issues and Concern

39

15TH May, 2021

40

24th May, 2021

41

30th May, 2021

34

35
36
37

Significance of National Womens Day
Aatmanirbhar Bharat
National Seminar on NABARD:
Promoting Capacity Building For Rural
Youth
National Conference on Financial
Inclusion to Women Empowerment
ICHR Sponsored National Conference on
Dynamics of Women’s in India
International Conference on Impetus of
Globalization in New Normal
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjpI
B475cxw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wq
DowxdADPQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tvkj
VoAmPHk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nN_
Ctz4XSpI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2G3
yEqA2v_s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K10i
VZ_7BeA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKk
O1Xq40Os
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4Y
_9Ju_9I0

https://youtu.be/yzscBhcqWXo

https://youtu.be/vvafgAKlVuM
https://youtu.be/PMHTsIQoMWc
https://youtu.be/FgN747qQIdU

Glimpse of the Webinar
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68

69
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Administered & Managed by:

MATUSHRI KANBAI LALBAI &
MOTIBAI LOHANA KANYASHALA &
BALIKAGRUH TRUST (MKLM)
N – S Road No. 6, (Next to Jamnabai Narsee School,
Gate No. 4, J.V.P.D. Scheme,
Vile Parle (West), Mumbai – 400056.
Tel: 6154 4000 / 6154 4001 Fax: 02226147104
E – mail: info@anc.edu.in
www.amlaninathwanicolleges.edu.in

